Suicide bombing used to be a disturbing phenomenon. It has become so common that now it is the phenomenon of women and children as the human bombs that causes remark. For the purposes of this article, terrorism means egregious acts of violence perpetrated against innocents (noncombatants) to instill fear and coerce the behavior of governments. As former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher noted, terrorists depend upon “the oxygen of publicity,” and their acts often are staged for a public audience with the intent of amplifying the effect of that fear.4. Until recently, female suicide bombers were extremely rare among Muslims and some fundamentalist Islamic terrorist organisations do not even recruit female as combatants less as suicide bombers. For instance, historically, Hamas and the Islamic Jihad were adamant that women should not participate in violent demonstrations but rather remain at home and perform their established roles as mothers and wives, wearing traditional dresses and head covering and rarely appearing in public unaccompanied. The issue of suicide terrorism has raised fundamental issues and important questions concerning Islamic teaching. But then, what is suicide bombing or terrorism?